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Ever since the Revolutionary War, blacks have fought to help
protect America. Although willing to sacrifice their lives in hope
that after the war their political, economic and social conditions
would be improved, black veterans have often returned home and
been disappointed. For a long time, blacks were rejected by the
military although they were willing to fight. This was the case,
especially, in the Revolutionary and Civil Wars.
In the twentieth century, blacks have still been confronted with
numerous problems in the military. They have always had to face
countless Jim Crow Laws which kept them out of the military in many
cases. When they were accepted into the military, similar laws kept
them in segregated imits. Blacks who fought in World War I and II
often times discovered they were treated better abroad than they had
been at home, and in many cases these soldiers also foimd they were
treated better in the military than in civilian life at home.
During World War II and shortly afterwards, many senators
made proposals to discontinue the idea of separate but equal units
and to integrate the fighting forces in America. During the
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Korean War, the various armed forces began to integrate their black
and white iinits. It was during the Korean and Vietnam Wars that
black and white soldiers finally fought in integrated mits.
During and after the Vietnam War, for the first time we seem
to observe the emergence of a different kind of black soldier. This
soldier has developed a new kind of group consciousness, and cultural
identity. He has developed pride in himself, in his race, and in his
origin. For the first time we observe a soldier who is not under all
conditions willing to serve. In many cases he feels his fighting
should be done in America against racial discrimination, poverty,
vinemployment, etc. Although there had been blacks who were not
willing to fight in earlier American Wars, the percentage not willing
was much greater during the Vietnam War.
In the post Vietnam War period, many blacks have returned
home to face racial discrimination, long unemployment lines, the
consequences of discharges not honorable, poor housing and living
conditions, etc. The rising imemployment rate during the 1970's
has been a key factor in the choice of many black soldiers to re-
enlist in the military, not necessarily because they want to but
because it provides them with a job.
When, however, blacks want to reenlist, they are often refused
or rejected. During the post Vietnam War period, since the all
3
volimteer army was created, the proportion of blacks in the military
has decreased.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to examine some of the many
problems the black soldier has faced in serving his country. Of par¬
ticular interest is the emergence of the new kind of soldier who
developed during the 1960's a new kind of black consciousness or
awareness.
Statement of Problem
The problems which the black soldier has faced during the many
wars in which he took a part to protect America are indeed many.
These problems can be listed in chronological order of appearance :
The problem of recruitment and enlistment
The first problem the black soldier was confronted with was
total rejection when he tried to serve America during the Revolutionary
War and other wars that followed, especially during the nineteenth
century. The right to enlist had to be fought for.
The problem of military assignment
Another problem with which the black soldier was always con¬
fronted until the Korean War was having to fight in segregated units
and having to use inferior equipment and weapons. His living con¬
ditions were also often inferior, and his missions were often times
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more dangerous and hazardous.
The problem of psychological and social support for his service
More emphasis and a closer examination is given to the psycho¬
logical and social problems of soldiers who served during the Vietnam
era, since the writer served during this period. These problems
face the black soldier as he tries to hold on to his cultural identity
and awareness and still try to serve his country.
The problems of discharge sind separation from the service
The returning veteran was more likely to find hi's social,
economical and political condition the same, whether he returned
home to slavery, racial discrimination, segregation, unemployment
or what.
The new problems created in a wholly voluntary army
The Volar Army has created new problems for blacks. Many
blacks were drafted into the military during the Vietnam War, in
greater proportions than whites.
The Need for Study
Since the very first war in this country, blacks and whites have
always had different opinions regarding the black soldier. For a
long time whites felt blacks were not capable of serving in the mili¬
tary. At the same time, blacks felt they were qualified and did want
to prove themselves.
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Many stereotypes and false assumptions about the black soldier
were current from the very first war up until the present. The idea
that blacks must fight in segregated units, often times using inferior
equipment and weapons, has given way to the institution of integrated
units during the Korean and Vietnam Wars. A Cultural Revolution
has occurred among blacks during the 1960's which has had significant
impact upon their attitudes toward military service. In the post
Vietnam era rising unemployment rates and inflation have made
civilian jobs harder to obtain and have influenced recruitment and
enlistment. All of these factors have had an impact on the black
soldiers in America.
Since the black man has served in all the American wars, but at
the same time has been rejected and discriminated against in many
cases, it is necessary to present evidence that the black soldier has
contributed to America in war as well as in time of peace. Thus,
the study will discuss a variety of social and psychological problems
blacks have faced while serving in the military.
In sum, this evaluative study is essential in order to examine
the problems blacks have encoimtered in the military in the past and
present, and to assess the status of the black soldier today.
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Review of the Literature
One of the books often referred to in this study is the work of
Jack D. Foner, Blacks and the Military in American History. Foner
writes from a historical point of view in regards to blacks in the
military. His study of blacks in the military goes back to the black
man's involvement in the American Army before the Revolutionary
War.
Free blacks presented a special problem to colonial
leaders of militias for they were often viewed as
potential leaders or instigators of slave revolts.
Such fears persuaded the colonist to alter drastically
the recruitment system for the militia. Blacks, both
slave and free, were totally barred from bearing arms. 1
Foner writes about the black soldier being accepted by the
American Army in time of war or during a state of emergency, but
how he was the forgotten man in time of peace. He speaks to this
fact over and over again as he writes about black involvement in the
military throughout history.
Since my study is focused on problems of blacks in the Army,
I often times referred to Foner for reference. His work was most
helpful when historical data was needed. The one thing I have to add
is my personal involvement in the military. I am able to write and
1
Jack D. Foner, Blacks and the Military in American History,
(New York, Washington : Praeger Publishers, Inc., 1974), p. 3.
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speak about the military from the point of view of one who has experi¬
enced the military system.
Another source referred to was. The Negro Almanac, by
Harry A. Ploski and Ernest Kaiser. These two writers, more or
less, give a high-light of black involvement in the military. Their
book gives an account of not only outstanding blacks in the military,
but also outstanding blacks in sports, entertainment, etc. In my
study I attempted to give a more in depth study of blacks in the
military as opposed to speaking about the heroes or the important
battles.
A source similar to the above mentioned is the work done by
Robert Ewell Greene, Black Defenders of America. Greene also
writes about the historical to the contemporary, but focuses upon
the highlights. He also devotes a lot of attention to the heroes and
important battles. In writing about blacks during World War I,
Greene states,
Negro troops participated in the battles of Argonne,
Chateau Thierry, St. Mehill, Champagne, Vosges,
and Metz. Nearly four hundred thousand Negroes
served during World War I and their accomplishments
were numerous. 2
2
Robert Ewell Greene, Black Defenders of America,
(Chicago : Johnson Publishing Company, Inc., 1974), p. 172.
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In his book. The Middle Class Negro in the White Man's World,
Eli Ginzberg examines the attitudes of blacks toward the military.
His study reflected the attitudes of predominantly black college
students during the 1960's. The attitudes of most black college
students during this time was overwhelmingly in opposition to the
war in Vietnam, and to the American military system as a whole.
He quotes one student as saying,
I'm not inclined to put on a uniform and begin
fighting for the United States. What would I be
fighting for? I would feel like a prize jackass
out on a field with a rifle. What would I be fighting
to maintain? My brother was in the Marines for
nine years and it did not do anything for him. 3
Another student is quoted as saying,
I have a negative attitude toward the military in
general. I'm not a pacifist, but I'm against war
and war plans. If I receive a notice to report,
I would report, but I would go in with a bad
attitude. 4
My study of blacks in the military deals with some of the same
feelings that Eli Ginzberg writes about. However, my study deals
with blacks in the service, as opposed to college students expressing
their attitudes in regards to military life.
3
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James Stiles Hadley did a thesis on black soldiers in 1945, at
Atlanta, Georgia. Studying "The Social Attitudes of Negroes in the
Military", his use of the word 'Negro' provides evidence that ideo¬
logical change has taken place among American blacks in the military.
He speaks of the Negro as being more tolerant in the future, that is,
in the years after 1945. This is not so, in fact they have become
more militant and have relied upon "passive resistance" less and
less. Classifying the Negro servicemen's attitudes toward the Army
as favorable, unfavorable, indifferent, and not stated, he "foiond that
the unfavorable attitudes exceed in magnitude, the favorable only by
5
a narrow margin. " In view of the negative attitudes toward Vietnam,
we suspect the unfavorable attitudes presently exceed the favorable by
a large margin. He also writes, "The modern soldier is also held in
6
greater esteem at present than in former times. " He continues.
It appears possible that because of the light caliber
of training given the servicemen, together with
placement in Army jobs similar to those held in
pre-war times, many men would be satisfied to be
in the armed services. 7
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According to his study, 37 percent had a favorable attitude and 39. 5
percent had an unfavorable attitude.
Even without knowing anything about servicemen, most people
would agree that these findings could not be applied to blacks who
served during the Vietnam War.
An interesting study by E. T. Hall, Jr. concerns "Race Pre-
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judice and Negro-White Relations in the Army". He talks about
blacks encountering the same racial prejudices in the military that
he does in civilian life. He also writes about blacks being placed in
segregated units where they were supplied with inferior equipment.
He speaks to the black soldier being treated better at home than
abroad. Hall writes about the black soldier during World War II.
The fact that he speaks to blacks experiencing the same kind of
racial prejudice in military life as they did in civilian life, is a very
relevant statement and can be applied to the various time periods
throughout history.
The editorial staff of TIME speaks to some of the negative
feelings about the Vietnam War. They speak of soldiers black and
white who tried to hide their military identity from their peers. The
feeling of being ashamed was largely based on the general public's
8
E.T. Hall, "Race Prejudice and Negro-White Relations in the
Army, " American Journal of Sociology 52 (1946-1947), p. 401.
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negative attitude toward the war in Vietnam, and to the military at
large. ' The reform of military life is not a luxury or even merely
an idea whose time has come, mirroring the changes in the rest of
9
the United States society. " The authors continue, "it is necessary
largely because of the Vietnam War, the prestige of the military is
10
plummeting. "
In my study I also try to show how the feelings and concerns of
the general public had an impact upon the soldier. However, my
study has focused on the black soldier in the military.
Foner points out over and over again how blacks were utilized
to the fullest in time of war but often times the forgotten man in
times of peace. A lot of attention was paid to the high percentage of
blacks drafted during the Vietnam War. These studies were very
helpful as far as the statistical data they made available. They also
point out how biased the draft system was.
Excerpts from testimony of L. B. Hershey before the House
Armed Services Committee were reported in TIME. He says.
9
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The very notion of conscription was against the
American grain. Yet in 1966 the United States has
maintained its draft system almost uninterruptedly
for a quarter of a century, the longest period of
compulsory military service in the nation's history. 11
According to Hershey, "There is concern over inequity. " He says,
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"Equality of ability, equality of service do not exist. "
In EBONY, L. D. McLean writes about "The Black Man and the
Draft". He says, "Like many other chilled and mcompromising
breezes, the military draft blows strongest through the worn brick
13
and stained clapboard of America's black ghetto. "
According to McLean's study, 37, 000 blacks were drafted in
1967. Blacks represented 16. 3 percent of all the draftees. In¬
duction of blacks during the 1960's was never lower than 14. 2 per¬
cent and reached a high of 18.5 percent in 1963. About 12 percent
of the men eligible for the draft are black.
As I have mentioned, some of the literature speaks to attitudes
and opinions of blacks about the military or the Vietnam War. The
more pertinent or relevant material which pertains to my study was
11





L. D. McLean, "The Black Man and the Draft," EBONY, 23
(August, 1968), p. 61.
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the work done on black soldiers who were in or had been in the
military.
In a special EBONY issue, Thomas A. Johnson studied "Negroes
in 'The Nam'". The author gives several reasons why there are
higher black enlistments, a greater percentage of casualties among
blacks, and why there are a greater percentage of blacks in combat
units : ". . .. They volunteer for combat duty at a greater rate than •
whites and partially because their generally less than average edu-
14
national backgromds place them in combat imits. " The author
continues.
Most frequently career reasons and incomes keep
these men in Vietnam and not any sense of adventure
or stopping the spread of Communism--the often
stated official line. 15
In Wallace Terry's study we see that a "Black consciousness"
has developed among the black soldiers. Words such as "Black
Power" are more often heard and Afro hair styles worn. He writes.
The black soldier's bitterness deepens when his
natural gravitation toward other blacks, his use
of black power signs and banners and his wearing
of afro styled haircuts is repressed. " 16
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Wallace Terry, II,"Bringing the War Home, The Black
Scholar, 2 (November, 1970), p. 12.
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Another pertinent study of blacks in the military which also
focusses on the kind of things I wrote about is the writing of Master
Sergeant Matt Dell. He found the barrier of color was the most
significant point of friction and misunderstanding in the military
today. He discovered that in spite of the Army drive for total inte¬
gration, blacks and whites are in some ways more polarized today
than they were half a decade ago. He explains why there is polari¬
zation when he says.
The reasons reflect the complexities of the new
black awareness, the black soldier's skepticism
toward the commander's effort to insure he is
treated fairly and dilution of programs as they
travel down the chain of command. 17
The post Vietnam War period has a significant effect upon the
military, and the American population in general. Close attention
is given to how it affected the American black soldier and blacks
who tried to enter the military at this time. The "Volunteer Army"
replaced the draft system. The end of the Vietnam War brought about
many changes. Our country was faced with rising unemployment and
high inflation rates. Our depressed economy made the military more
attractive to blacks and whites.
17
MSG Matt Dell, "The Black Soldier, " Soldiers, 28
(February, 1973), p. 7.
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In referring to the works of Foner, it is pointed out time and
again how blacks were utilized in time of crises, and often times
the forgotten man in time of peace. This way of utilizing blacks
happens throughout American history and can be shown to apply to
the time period after the Vietnam War. Some of the newspaper
articles I read while in South Korea speak to how blacks are viewed
and their part or role in the "Volunteer Army". In Stars and Stripes,
Michael Getler writes.
By the end of June, according to Defense Secretary
James R. Schlesinger, the Army, Navy and Air Force
will have just about reached their fully authorized
strength for this fully fiscal year since the draft for¬
mally expired July 1, 1973. 18
He continues.
How well will an Army of well-paid enlistees recruited
in "peacetime" perform in combat? Will it be too much
an Army of disadvantaged youth with too many poor, too
many blacks and other minorities, too rural and too
heavily from the South? Will it have the proper skills
for a modern military machine? 19
Also in Stars and Stripes, Seoul, Korea Secretary of the Army,
Howard Calloway, talks about the all volunteer Army. His report
revealed that about 67 percent of the June recruits were high school
graduates. Congress became worried about the possibility of an
18




Army of low standards, and decreed that at least 55 percent of all
recruits be high school graduates. He reported some improvement
in the still low percentage of black officers. He says, "We are
working hard to correct this situation. About 4. 5 percent of the
Army's officers are black, an increase of less than one percent
20
over the past year. "
The editorial staff of EBONY in an article entitled, "An All
Volunteer Army", writes about blacks under such a system.
Black people who can remember the military services
of the world's largest democracy before Pearl Harbor
can tell you about the last "all volunteer" Army. There
were few black volunteers in that army--not because
they didn't volunteer but because they were not accepted. 21
They talk about blacks being in a segregated army during World War
II, also talk about the black man's role as a cook and servant. In
sum, they speak to mainy of the racial injustices experienced by
blacks in the military.
Some critics of the all volunteer Army concept have predicted
the Army would end up heavily black in the enlisted ranks and over¬
whelmingly white in the officer corps. Once again, putting blacks at
the short end of the stick.
20
Stars and Stripes Newspaper, (Seoul, Korea), 30 (July 3, 1974).
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"All Volunteer Army?", EBONY 26 (December 1970), p. 174.
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We have now completed the review of the literature. This
section has discussed some of the problems of blacks in the military
throughout history, and some of the problems blacks may encounter
in the "All Volunteer Army" system.
Conceptual Framework
The black man in America has played a part in the many wars
this country has engaged in over the years. In time of war as well as
in time of peace, his contributions to the American cause have been
great. Although often times he was rejected and ridiculed, the black
soldier was there to answer the call when he was called upon. Over
the years the way the black soldier has been viewed has changed.
One interesting factor concerning the black man in the military
has been his willingness to serve this country in time of war as well
as in time of peace. Sporadically, there have been uprisings among
blacks and at times well known black individuals who have spoken out
against wars. Usually, in spite of racial discrimination, high lanem-
ployment rates, segregation, and poor living conditions, blacks have
been willing to serve in the American military. Dislike of the
Vietnam War brought into being a great number of blacks who were
opposed to the war; nevertheless, the majority of blacks answered the
call when they were called upon. It must be noted that the Vietnam
War was also unpopular among whites as well as blacks. It was the
18
pressure moimted back home by both of these groups which helped
bring an end to the Vietnam War in 1973.
Throughout history, the black soldier has often times been
stereotyped, ridiculed, and discriminated against. Concerning blacks
before the Revolutionary War, Foner writes, ". .. apprehension grew
that slaves trained in the use of arms might revolt, stage joint up-
22
risings of Indians and blacks and defect to the Spanish or French. "
He continues, "Free blacks presented a special problem to colonial
leaders of militias, for they were often viewed as potential leaders
23
or instigators of slave revolts. " During the period before the
Civil War, the black soldier was seen as cowardly, childlike, and
was considered to have little fighting ability.
The black soldier participated in the War of 1812, but his deeds
were quickly forgotten by 1815. Greene writes,
. . .The register of discharges of military district
number 1, (Boston) bears the following remarks :
'Being a Negro is deemed unfit to associate with the
American and on account of being a Negro. . .not fit
to accompany American soldiers. ' 24
22





Robert Ewell Greene, Black Defenders of America, p. 29.
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Regarding blacks during the Civil War period, Foner writes,
... Although Higginson was inclined toward pater¬
nalism, referring to his black soldiers as 'docile,
gay and lovable', nevertheless he was convinced
that enrolling blacks in the army would contribute
toward eliminating prejudice and ending slavery. 25
According to this same writer, blacks during this period were viewed
as mentally inferior, and it was assumed they could not make good
soldiers.
Things were pretty much the same for blacks during WorldWar I.
Military commanders after World War I insisted
that blacks were inferiors, both biologically and
intellectually; that they could not adapt to modern
combat conditions 'because of certain racial char¬
acteristics'. Black officers were said to have
failed because of their lack of character and the
inherent distrust on the part of blacks for their
leadership. 26
Robert B. Rockleff talks about how blacks have been portrayed
in the military. He points out how popular magazines of this time
period had an impact on how black soldiers were portrayed.
25





Black soldiers were lazy, carefree, obedient and
brave when closely supervised by white officers,
childlike, lacking initiative and leadership ability,
given to personal vices, handy with knives, afraid
of the dark, potential rapists of white women, and
generally troublesome. 27
In regards to blacks during World War II, Foner writes.
Despite War Department pronouncements to the con¬
trary, black soldiers were concentrated in the Service
Forces branches and small service detachments on
the racist assumption that was succinctly stated in an
army staff memorandum, which read : There is a
consensus that colored imits are inferior to the per¬
formance of white troops, except for service duties. 28
During these various time periods, blacks fought a dual battle
with racism, one at home and one abroad. It was during the Korean
War that the biggest change took place. For the first time, blacks
and whites fought in integrated units. The output and performance of
black troops during this time was considered to have changed. It was
viewed that when blacks were placed in integrated units, they per¬
formed their duties as well as whites.
27
Robert B. Rockleff, "Black Soldiers in Popular American
Magazines", Negro History Bulletin, 34 (December 1971), p. 185.
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Jack D. Foner, Blacks and the Military in American History,
p. 146.
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Regarding blacks during the Vietnam War, Foner writes.
During the first years of large scale combat in¬
volvement in Vietnam, reports repeatedly stressed
the outstanding performance of blacks in the field.
Those reports were especially significant because
of long standing military view that blacks were
unfit for combat. 29
People refer to the American military system by using various
terms. Some people call it an elitist organization, some refer to it
as bureaucratic, and still others call it a hierarchy. Regardless of
what the military system is called or what branch it is, there is a
definite pattern how the organization is run. When each soldier
enters the military, he is assigned a place in the system. Whether
he comes in as an officer or an enlisted man, usually he starts at
the very bottom, and most of the time has the opportunity of working
his way up. His chance for mobility within the system depends on
various factors. In some cases it depends upon him, in others it
may be his supervisors, and sometimes a combination of both.
In such a system that is elitist, bureaucratic, authoritarian,
etc., it is inevitable that you will find institutionalized racism, racial
tension, and other similar racial ills that we see in civilian society.
29
Jack D. Foner, Blacks and the Military in American History,
p. 205.
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In this bureaucratic system, people get things by taking short cuts
around. When these individuals step out of line, the organization
comes in and puts them down. Black soldiers are more easily put
down by the military system. The racial injustice can be seen in
the higher ratio of court martials, undesirable discharges, admini¬
strative discharges, etc. black soldiers receive.
Morris Janowitz refers to the military in this manner.
It is common to point out that military organization
is rigidly stratified and authoritarian because of the
necessities of command and the possibilities of war.
The management of war is a serious and deadly
business. It is therefore asserted that effective
military command permits little tolerance for
informal administration. 30
The writer continues.
Moreover, because military routines tend to become
highly standardized, it is assumed that promotion is
in good measure linked to compliance with existing
procedures. These characteristics are found in
civilian bureaucracies, but supposedly not to the
same extent and rigidity. 31
30
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Once an individual has entered the military estab¬
lishment, he has embarked in a career within a
single comprehensive institution. Short of with¬
drawal, he thereby loses the 'freedom of action'
that is associated with occupational change in
civilian life. 32
In talking about the military as a hierarchy, Janowitz compares
it to the feudal military system. He refers to it as a primitive skill
structure and a kind of static organization. Military leadership and
authority during this time period was more than likely based on
tradition, custom, and most important of all, on social position.
Janowitz writes, '-'Men were born into the officer class, or they were
excluded. Seldom could they earn such a position through per-
33
formance. ” When the United States military system use seniority,
age and service as a base for promotion, he sees it as a persistence
of an ascriptive hierarchy. Janowitz sees the modern military as
working somewhat differently. "In the contemporary armed forces
belief in merit criteria is as strong as it is in most civilian enter-
34








In regards to the Army military system, Samuel Stouffer, et al
write.
... It was apparent that the Army also reflected in
some ways the society of which it is a part and was,
in fact, both during and after the war, subject to
modification which moved it closer to consistency
with the rest of American life. 35
They also say,
... To entitle a chapter 'Negro Soldiers' is to imply
that the same phenomena of racial subordination and
superordination, ideologies and counterideologies,
distrust, tension and friction, which are such ever
present aspects of contemporary American society,
were to be found in the Army. 36
The one factor which cannot be emphasized enough is regardless
of the branch, the men's rank, etc., blacks in the military are quite
likely to experience some of the same racial prejudices they do in
civilian life.
Methodology/Data Collection
Among methods used in this study are the questionnaire and the
interview. The main focus is upon blacks in the Army, since this
writer served in the Army. Interviews were done quite randomly as
35
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During Army Life, Vol. 1, (Princeton, New Jersey : Princeton




the writer encountered other soldiers who had the time and were
willing to answer a series of questions. Secondary and contemporary
resources were used to examine the problems blacks had during other
time periods.
Lastly, a personal diary was used. This diary covered the time
period from the author's induction until the day of his discharge. All
data collected to support the premise that blacks have had a variety
of problems in the military in the past, and that they are still encoun¬
tering problems at the present, not to say whites have not had their
share of problems too. The gathering of data concerning the black
soldier, whether it is primary, secondary, or contemporary, will
enlighten the reader on the problems the black soldier encountered in
the past, and the ones he presently encovinters.
Limitations of Study
The limitations of this study are the following :
1) The interviews were obtained from blacks in the Army only.
Also, the interviews were obtained from grades E-1 to E-5
only. These individuals had just graduated from basic
training or A. I. T.
2) The interviews obtained only cover the certain limited time
period of service just after entrance into the Army.
26
3) Since all military men are constantly being reassigned,




The cessation of black recruitment had been dic¬
tated by several factors. Most colonists were
adverse to depriving a master of his property.
Colonial leaders who were themselves slave
holders were determined to close the road to
freedom that the army had opened to slaves
either as a refuge for runaways or as a reward
for service. 4
III. Problems of Military Status and Roles
A. Problem of assignment of duty :
The roles of blacks in the military have changed over
the years. Initially blacks were assigned mediocre jobs.
The black soldier was often times assigned such jobs as
mechanics, laborers and servants.
In early American history, the black man was often times a
slave or servant. When he entered the military his status and role
was usually unchanged. He continued to perform the menial tasks
just as he did in civilian life.
In many cases blacks were restricted from military duty. The
black soldier's involvement in the military often times depended on
if the coimtry was at war or peace. When the country was at peace,





The black man has served America in many wars. Since the
war for independence, the black soldier or man has developed his
identity through a series of stages. He has referred to himself as
a colored man, a Negro, an Afro-Americcun, and a black man. One
of the most amazing things about the black man in early American
history has been his constant willingness to take up arms and fight
on behalf of his country, despite rejection and refusal to accept him
as a soldier.
In spite of always being willing to fight, the black soldier in
America has experienced an enormous amoxmt of problems
throughout history. Many times these same problems he experi¬
enced in civilian life, he also experienced in military life. In the
civilian society, the black man experienced institutionalized racism
and discrimination. When he entered the military, he experienced
similar kinds of problems. The following paragraphs enumerate
some of the problems the black soldier experienced.
I. Problem as to Who May or May Not Bear Arms
In the early part of American history, blacks were not allowed
27
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to bear arms. It was often times feared they would revolt. He was
expected to play the role of a soldier but he was not allowed to protect
himself.
Free Blacks presented a special problem to colonial
leaders of militias for they were often times viewed
as potential leaders or instigators of slave revolts.
Such fears persuaded the colonist to alter drastically
the recruitment system for the militia. Blacks both
slave and free were totally barred from bearing arms. 1
The prohibition against bearing arms began early :
In 1639, the first discriminatory provision in American
history was passed. All Virginians, except Blacks,
were required to arm themselves. In 1656, Massa¬
chusetts reversed its previous position and excluded
Blacks from military service. In 1661, four years
after an uprising of Blacks and Indians in Hartford,
Connecticut also barred Blacks from military service.
The other colonies soon followed suit. 2
Although blacks were denied the right to take part in actual battle,
ways were figured out how the black man's services could be utilized
in the war which was being fought. Blacks were often times given
demeaning and lanskilled kinds of jobs. When blacks were given
assignments in the military, they were forbidden to bear arms, but
were required to do other jobs. The black soldier often times served
as drummers, fifers and trumpeters, as road eind highway laborers,
or on guard duty.
1




II. Problem of Recruitment of Blacks
Historically blacks were not recruited except in times of emer¬
gency or war. Freedom was offered as an inducement for recruit¬
ment to slaves, usually by the British but sometimes the Americans
also. Generally speaking recruitment is restricted in times of peace.
Thus, the black man in America has been used as a tool in practically
every war fought by Americans. When the going has gotten rough, the
black soldier has always been rushed in to fill the military quota. On
the contrary, in peace time, he has always been the forgotten man.
In time of peace, the military quota for blacks was always lowered to
a minimum or none at all.
During the four American wars against the French,
laws excluding Blacks from military service were
again overlooked. Many towns, unable otherwise
to furnish their quotas, gladly accepted all Blacks.
To slaves, the prospect of freedom made enlistment
in colonial forces attractive. For free Blacks, the
hope of elevating their low social status was the
prime inducement. 3
The black soldier was brave and willing to fight in the War of
Independence. The white slave owners soon objected to blacks being
in the patriot army. Not long afterwards, steps were taken to




when there was a war, the participation of blacks increased signifi¬
cantly. Even when laws were passed restricting the involvement of
blacks, the War Department still allowed blacks to play a role in
the war.
In writing about the black soldier during the Civil War, Foner
says.
Despite these restrictions, the War Department
permitted blacks to serve as mechanics, laborers
or servants. In 1842, the Quarter Master De¬
partment employed 106 slaves 'mostly in Florida'.
During the same year, the Engineers Department
used 570 blacks, of whom 545 were designated as
slaves on public works, and the Ordinance De¬
partment employed twenty-eight slaves. 5
The author continues.
The War Department had no intention of enlisting
black troops. Recruitment centers turned blacks
away and state and local authorities rejected, often
insulting, their efforts to form military ^xnits. 6
In more contemporary America the military is somewhat
different. Those changes gradually began to form during World
War II. One significant factor that brought about this change was
the integration of the fighting forces near the end of World War II.






Another factor that brought change was the increasing number of
educated blacks. According to Greene,
Black men were drafted and in some cases volun¬
teered at the beginning of the war. Those with
minimal education were assigned to quarter¬
master, labor and engineer service battalions.
Various branches of the three services excluded
Negro participation, but due to the administrative
and personal effort of civilian aides to the Secretary
of War such as Judge William Hastie and Truman
Gibson, blacks made great strides towards recog¬
nition and equality of assignment. 7
He also says.
Black soldiers began to emerge from confinement
to labor details and assignments to find opportunities
as infantrymen, tankers, parachutists, as officers
leading patrols on tactical missions, as pilots,
nurses and doctors. 8
Through the Merit System blacks have been able to improve
their social status. In more recent years blacks in the military are
able to qualify for more technical and professional assignments.
However, the percentage of uneducated blacks is higher than unedu¬
cated whites. Also a greater percentage of whites than blacks have
taken advantage of officer training programs which allows for whites
to get better assignments. So in spite of the reform in the system.
7




there is still a greater percentage of blacks doing the mskilled work,
the menial tasks, serving in combat units, etc.
B. Problems of Promotion, Maintenance of Rank, and of
Demotion
It has been mentioned how in early American history the
manner the black soldier was used in time of war and peace.
The black soldier often times fought hard to be a part of the
military in early American history. He was often times a
slave or servant when he fought in the nineteenth century.
To be an equal status with the white soldier was not neces¬
sarily an issue. To be accepted as part of the fighting force
was his main concern.
To allow the black man to be a part of the military shifted back
and forth, depending upon the times. In the year 1820 laws were
passed to exclude blacks from the military. Also in the twentieth
century Jim Crow Laws were passed placing numerous restrictions
on black soldiers. These same restrictions were placed on blacks in
civilian life. The Jim Crow Laws focus mainly on keeping blacks and
whites separate. It was soon to be learned that the segregation of the
forces was a factor in the poor performance of some black units :
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. . . . The underlying reasons for the division's poor
performance included the frequency with which black
officers were bypassed for promotion by white officers,
the 'whites-only' officers' clubs that abounded through¬
out the division, and the instances in which black
company commanders had been arbitrarily removed
from command and replaced by whites. 9
As the Jim Crow Laws were lifted and the fighting forces became
integrated, blacks became more aware and concerned with issues
around promotions and advancement. A black veteran writing on
'The Korean Conflict' noted that.
While blacks and whites fought, slept and ate together
in Korea, unequal and discriminatory treatment of
blacks nevertheless remained essentially intact.
Blacks were largely excluded from the Officer Corps,
service schools for advanced training and other
specialized functions, but received the most arduous
assignments. 10
The issues around promotion were to be even more so verbalized
in the Vietnam Era. According to Mat Dell, the army promotion
system evaluates all men equally. However, many blacks were con¬
cerned because the rules were not being enforced.
9





A black SP4 says.
Myself and some white dude were up for E-5 and we
had pretty much the same backgroimd in the army.
In fact I had more time in grade than he did but he
got the promotion and I didn't. Now you expect me
to believe the army is giving me a fair shake? 11
The author continues, "Many blacks echo those feelings : 'It's a
white man's army'. 'Whitey gets all the promotions and all we get
12
is crap'. "
One concern in regard to maintaining rank and demotion is the
higher percentage of blacks than whites who receive Article 15's for
the same or similar offenses. The commanding officer who is
usually white has the authority to give any soldier who is an E-5 or
below an Article 15. The soldier's punishment depends on the extent
of the offense and also the discretion of the commander. The pim-
ishment may be restriction, a fine, demotion of one or more ranks,
or a combination of all three. When the commander issues these
punishments there is often times a lot of complaining, but there is
very little done about it.
Sometimes the commander is black, and that often times com¬
plicates the situation instead of bettering it. The black commander
11




is often times placed in the position of trying to be lanbiased. In trying
to carry out his unbiased role, the black commander is often times
more difficult to deal with than the white commander. The black com¬
mander often times has the attitude that he understands the black
soldier, and knows how to straighten him out.
C. Problems of Identity and Loyalty (Black Awareness and
Consciousness)
During the Vietnam War a new kind of black soldier
developed A soldier who did not try to imitate the white
man, but a soldier who tried to form his own identity. He
tried to identify with things or people who related to blackness.
This new kind of black soldier was to be one of the most mis¬
understood soldiers in American history. Since this is the
case, it can be understood why the system often times came
down on him.
During early American history, one of the issues for the black
soldier was to be accepted as part of the fighting force. Near the end
of World War II and during the Korean War, the concerns were for
blacks to be allowed to fight in integrated units with whites. When
blacks developed a new identity during the Vietnam Era, he no longer
referred to himself as Negro or colored, but insisted that he be called
black. The black soldier became less concerned about integrating
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himself with whites and became more concerned about learning about
himself and his own kind.
Just as many of the racial prejudices blacks experienced in
civilian life were carried over into the military, so was it to be with
the black soldier who left civilian life and entered the service during
the 1960's. During the middle 1960's there were popular blacks such
as Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr., Eldridge Cleaver, Julian
Bond, Mohammad Ali, etc. who had a significant impact on blacks in
this country whether they were servicemen or civilians. A large per¬
centage of the activists during this time spoke out against the War in
Vietnam. Many black servicemen were ambivalent in regards to
participating in the War in Vietnam. Many of them felt they should be
doing something back home to help liberate the black man.
The military did not tend to alleviate the frustration of the black
soldier. Instead the military tended to aggravate and frustrate him
more. The rigid hair cut policies did not soothe the black brother who
had become accustomed to wearing wide afros. Many blacks had
become accustomed to Black Power hand shakes and "dapping", both
of which the military frowned upon. Many of the black soldiers during
this time had begun to appreciate and identify with black music,
literature, plays, movies, etc. The military posts very seldom made
available the kind of things black soldiers wanted to relate to. There
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was often times conflict aroimd having black music or bands at the
NCO Clubs. Many blacks complained of not being able to eat soul food
in the mess halls. In regards to blacks during this time period, Foner
writes.
Many black servicemen insisted on the right to
wear 'Afro' hair styles and to listen to 'Soul' music
in mess halls and clubs. They read militant black
literature and articulated views identifiable with
Eldridge Cleaver and Malcolm X. 13
The writer goes on.
Increasingly, they spoke of their responsibility and
loyalty to their black brothers and sisters in the
civilian community who are suffering discrimi¬
nation. 14
According to Wallace Terry,
The black soldier's bitterness deepens when his
natural gravitation toward other blacks, his use of
Black Power signs and banners and his wearing of
afro-styled hair cuts is repressed. 15
The black soldier in the military wanted to be like and identify
with the black brother in civilian life, but in many cases the military
restricted or prevented him from doing so.
13





Wallace Terry, II, "Bringing The War Home, " The Black
Scholar, p. 12.
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D. Problems in System of Military Justice Itself : Court-
martials and Pimishment
Over the years, blacks' involvement with the military
justice system has often times been around the issue of
some kind of encounter with whites. Many times it was the
result of individual fighting or race riots.
Since there has always been a limited amount of black officers
in the military, not even to mention the small amount of black lawyers,
blacks have had to rely on outside organizations for support. The
NAACP especially has been very helpful in defending blacks involved
in the military justice system. Ploski and Kaiser write about one
such incident.
In January 1951, NAACP Coimsel Thurgood Marshall
was dispatched to Japan to investigate the conditions
surrounding court-martial proceedings involving 32
convicted Negroes accused of violating the 75th Article
of War. Of the 32, half had been given death or life
imprisonment, and the remainder anywhere from 10
to 50 years. 16
The authors continue.
After examining the trial records, Marshall found that
several of the deliberations which had resulted in the
conferral of life sentences had lasted less than an hour.
16
Harry A. Ploski and Ernest Kaiser, The Negro Almanac,
p. 579.
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Four life sentences had been issued in a space ranging
from 42 to 50 minutes, hardly time for the observance
of court formalities and the presentation of adequate
arguments. 17
During the World War I period, a number of black soldiers were
either sentenced to death or given life in prison. A black tinit was
assigned guard duty near the outskirts of Houston, Texas. The black
troop's presence there resulted in a number of encoixnters with the
civilians and some of the police. The black troops in uniform during
this time period were often times rejected, ridiculed, or abused. In
many cases the black troops fought back. Their rebellion was handled
by the military justice system. A system that was usually biased and
unjust to the black soldier. In writing about the black soldier during
this time Foner says, "After the most perfunctory trial, thirteen of
them were sentenced to death, forty-two received life sentences, four
18
were given long prison terms, and five were acquitted. " The author
continues.
All told, the War Department indicted 118 men and
convicted all but eight of them who testified against
the others in return for promises of immunity. Nine¬










In more recent times blacks have had similar problems with the
military justice system. Once again many of the problems have been
around racial issues or conflict. Also blacks have continued to get
stiffen pixnishment than whites involved in the same offense. One such
incident took place aboard the Constellation, an 80, 000 ton vessel.
The black soldiers aboard this ship complained of racial discrimi¬
nation in regards to discipline, job assignment, promotions and in
administrative discharges. For the reasons mentioned, the black
soldiers gathered in the lower deck and refused to report for duty
assignments. According to Muhammad Speaks,
The ship's captain, J. D. Ward, ordered the men put
ashore for 'beach assignments' and immediately they
were whisked away in three groups to nearby naval
installations and given speedy trials on charges of
'unauthorized absences. ' 20
According to Muhammad Speaks, these men were fined, took a for¬
feiture in pay and two of the 'ringleaders' were recommended for
discharges.
Another incident took place aboard another Vietnam bound
carrier, the Kitty Hawk. A fight broke out between black and whites.
The fight resulted in more whites than blacks getting hurt.
20
"Attempt by Navy Brothers to Uproot Racism", Muhammad
Speaks, Vol. 12, No. 122 (December 1, 1972), p. 7.
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The trials of the black sailors were originally scheduled
to be held aboard the carrier enroute to Vietnam but
NAACP officials were successful in obtaining a post¬
ponement in order that the accused might have access
to competent counsel. 21
Once again the NAACP was instrumental in helping blacks who were
involved in military law.
IV. Problems of Separation from the Service ; Discharges With and
Without Honor
The manner in which one separates from the military means an
awful lot. The type of discharge the soldier gets plays a significant
impact in his life once he enters the civilian society again. If the
discharge is an honorable one, the soldier barely notices it, because
there is a smoother transfer back into civilian life. The soldier who
separates honorably does not have to worry about the stigma that is
placed upon the ones who receive dishonorable discharges. If the
discharge is honorable, the black soldier still may be discriminated
against, but the kind of discharge he received will never be given as
a reason for discrimination.
A bad separation from the military is one of the worst things
that could happen to a soldier whether he is black or white. This kind




biggest problem is the soldier does not realize how this kind of sepa¬
ration can be of harm to him until it is too late. Speaking about bad
discharges, Paul Starr writes.
Were their discharge papers their only handicap, the
prospect for these veterans might not be that serious,
but typically a bad discharge is only the most recent
problem in a biography of misfortune. Often poor,
almost always with limited education, disproportion¬
ately black veterans with less than honorable dis¬
charges have a series of strikes against them. 22
The author continues.
Employers who have more than enough jobless veterans
to choose from will consider these men last sind usually
not at all. Even if they had a job before being drafted,
the character of their discharge precludes them from
asserting legal rights to reemployment upon return. 23
This writer goes on to talk about the kinds of discharges which
are : 1) Honorable; 2) General; 3) Undesirable; 4) Bad Conduct; and
5) Dishonorable. The first two discharges are granted under honor¬
able condition. Anything less than honorable conditions is referred to
as undesirable. Bad Conduct, or Dishonorable discharge. The last
three discharges are called punitive. The punitive discharges are
22
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usually the result of a court-martial. Starr points out that.
Bad Conduct and Dishonorable Discharges are much
less common, never amounting to more than 1 percent
of all discharges in any recent year. Dishonorables
may only be imposed by a general court-martial (i. e.,
one convened by an officer of the rank of general) and
are the most severe discharges soldiers can receive.
They are rarely imposed and then only in the most
serious cases, such as murder, violent assaults, and
extensive dealing in hard drugs. 24
One reason for the low percentage of dishonorable discharges
among blacks is that they often times give into the administrative kind
of punishment instead of appealing their case. Many blacks feel that
they do not stand a chance with the military justice system, so they
are more inclined to accept the administrative punishment (i.e..
Article 15's and Undesirable Discharges). According to Mat Dell,
They quote statistics that 50 percent of all those
in Army confinement facilities are black while blacks
constitute only 14 percent of the entire Army population.
(Actual figures, provided by the Office of the Provost
Marshal General : 39. 6 percent of those in confinement
are black while blacks total 14. 5 percent of the Army
population. ) 25
Many black soldiers have faced numerous problems after sepa¬
ration from the military whether they received a good or bad dis¬
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and the Civil War, the returning veteran often times found his social
and economical situation unchanged. The returning veteran often
times returned to long unemployment lines, poor housing and living
conditions. Foner says.
The period fromthe end of Reconstruction to the early
Twentieth Century has been called the modus of black
life in America. Those were the years when blacks
were systematically deprived of the right to vote in
the South, and rigid segregation laws were applied to
all other aspects of southern life. Mob violence and
lynching of blacks were widespread and not confined
to the South. Northerners increasingly seemed to
accept the precepts of social Darwinism and racial
superiority, which made them reluctant to intervene
to protect the rights of blacks. 26
In writing about blacks during the Vietnam Era Foner says,
. . .. The hearings emphasized that, too often, dis¬
criminatory practices followed the black servicemen
into civilian life, where he wound up without mean¬
ingful skills and, in many cases, with a less than
honorable discharge, which made his civilian life at
least as difficult as his former military life. An un¬
employed black veteran who was administratively dis¬
charged commented bitterly: 'I am unfit, unemployed,
due to an undesirable discharge from the military in
Jxme of last year'. 27
Jay David and Elaine Crane write about a returning Vietnam
26






Charles Cato doesn't have much to show for his year
under fire. He's living back home with his mother,
brother and sister on a dreary littered street in a
battered four-story red-brick tenement house, his
mother is on welfare, Cato was discharged from the
Army three months ago but hasn't been able to find a
job. His old job, as a jeweler's helper isn't available. 28
According to these two writers, this veteran collected $33 per week
in unemployment insurance.
V. Problems Encountered in Military Life which are Related to
Military Service
In the military, blacks usually experienced the same kind of re¬
jection, racial prejudice, segregation, etc. Ever since early American
history the military has been viewed as a mechanism to better the
black man's economic and social position In early American history
blacks viewed their entrance into the military as a way of obtaining
their freedom from slavery. Due to their limited education along with
racial reasons, blacks were always given the minimal jobs to do. The
entrance into the military was helpful, but only for a brief periord.
Once the black soldier had served his term, he usually foxmd his living
condition xmchanged back home. Over the years, the black soldier
often times returned home and asked, "What have I been fighting for?"
28
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Writing from a historical point of view, Foner speaks to some of
these issues,
.... Blacks not only lost their suffrage but were segre¬
gated in housing, religion, transportation and public
institutions. When Lafayette visited in 1824 for the
first time since the Revolution, he was amazed to find
that prejudice seemed much greater than in revolu¬
tionary days, when as he recalled, 'Black and White
soldiers messed together without hesitation. ' 29
When there was a crisis blacks were always accepted into the
military in large numbers. This was the time when the greatest
amount of harmony could be found between the two races. When the
war was over, blacks were repeatedly denied, rejected and abused.
At different time periods blacks were not accepted into the military.
During the Twentieth Century, some of the problems blacks en¬
countered were around segregation, lynchings, being placed in poor
working and living conditions, and also in time of war were drafted at
a greater percentage rate than whites. Part of the reason blacks
have been given the inferior jobs over the years, is because of the
inferior education they have received. The other reason has been
because of racial discrimination. For the same two above reasons,
blacks have usually ended up in fighting units in greater proportions
than whites.
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During World War II, in many cases, blacks were treated better
abroad than they were at home. Some of the literature speaks to
blacks proposing marriage to some of the Philippine girls. The white
population detested this kind of behavior and were often times cruel
in their treatment of the returning veteran.
During the Korean War and also the Vietnam Era, blacks and
whites fought in integrated units. The problems arottnd inferior
equipment and poor living conditions were resolved. However, during
these wars the percentage of blacks drafted increased. On the other
hand, during peace time blacks were drafted in fewer numbers.
During both periods, blacks continued to have problems around pro¬
motions, assignments, and the military justice system. In writing
about some of these issues, Foner points out that in 1957 and 1958
alone, blacks accounted for more than 40 percent of the new reduction
in army personnel. On the other hand, Foner points out that ten years
later, blacks accounted for 12 percent of army personnel, which was
about the same percentage of blacks in the total population. He writes.
As a result of the escalation of the Vietnam War, draft
calls began to increase rapidly in 1965. A year later,
nearly 400, 000 men were inducted. As in the Korean
War, blacks were drafted out of proportion to their
numbers in the total civilian population. Since 1966




During the Vietnam Era, the whole black awareness thrust was to
be a contributing factor to a host of problems encountered by blacks.
A lot of blacks had mixed feelings about their involvement in the mili¬
tary. Instead of fighting a war in a foreign land, many blacks felt
their fight should be at home against racial discrimination and oppres¬
sion. There were popular blacks back home like King and Ali who
spoke out against the war, and these black soldiers often times re¬
spected and identified with these individuals. Many of the above
described soldiers probably in many cases had guilt feelings about
their involvement in the war, thus were quick to act out when they felt
they were being racially discriminated against. A lot of the acting out
resulted in fights or race riots. As a result of their rebellion or
acting out, blacks often times received Article 15's and bad discharges
in greater proportions than whites who had committed the same or
similar crimes.
The failure of the military to understand or effectively deal with
the black soldier wanting to identify with the black experience caused
problems in itself. It was very frustrating for blacks to go to the
mess hall daily three times a day and not be able to eat "soul food".
When they attended N. C. O. Clubs, they wanted to hear black bands
occasionally. Also they wanted occasional black movies at the theaters
and black literature in the exchange and book stores. In many cases
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blacks wanted to be allowed to wear medium size afros and mustaches
and not be harrassed about it. Black soldiers wanted to be allowed to
relate to each other by engaging in Black Power hand shakes and
dapping. In many cases some of the above described wants and desires
were carried to extremes by certain individuals. Whether things went
to the extreme on the part of the military system or on the part of the
black soldier, there were times when blacks received punishment in
regards to some of the above described issues.
VI. Problems in Regard to Reserve Units and/or National Guard
Historically blacks have favored being a part of the regular army
over the National Guard or Army Reserve. Blacks were usually re¬
stricted in terms of what degree they were allowed to participate in
the armed forces. Since this was the case, their goal was to be
accepted in the regular army.
It was during the Vietnam Era that the Army Reserve and National
Guard were used as a means of escape from participating in the war.
The war was very unpopular among the American people, so there were
numerous people who objected to the war. People avoided the draft in
a variety of ways. Some claimed to be conscientious objectors, others
fled the country. A lot of perspective draftees were able to defer
being inducted, because they were college or graduate students. Since
there were a smaller percentage of blacks enrolled in the universities,
they were less likely to receive these deferments.
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Also, more whites than blacks took advantage of officer training
programs and service in the National Guard in order to avoid the
draft. Black individuals in many cases moved from the inner city
ghetto to the rice paddies of Vietnam in larger percentages than
whites.
A 1964 study revealed that only 18. 8 percent of eli¬
gible whites were drafted, compared with 30. 2 per¬
cent blacks. And in 1967, 64 percent of eligible
blacks were drafted, whereas the figure for whites
was only 31 percent. 31
The author continues.
Deferments were granted to undergraduates, to
graduate students until 1968, and those engaged in
critical occupations. In virtually every instance,
these criteria benefited whites primarily. 32
Educational background was a chief factor as to why blacks were
assigned to low skill combat units.
In spite of the war being over, there are still a small percentage
of blacks who have taken advantage of the Army Reserve or the National
Guard. The reserves or the guard calls for a week-end of duty per
month. The working hours are from eight to four on Saturday and
Sunday. Both systems allow for a retirement after twenty years of
service. Each individual is also covered by $23, 000 worth of life
31





insurance. The monthly pay is at least sixty dollars per month for
two days work.
In a lot of cases the reasons blacks have not gotten involved in
these kinds of programs is the active duty experience in many cases
has been pretty difficult for black soldiers. There are many soldiers
who leave the military with the feeling that they never want to see a
military uniform again. On the other hand, any blacks who were
separated from the service with a bad discharge would not qualify for
either of these programs, if they wanted to or not.
CHAPTER III
PROBLEMS OF BLACKS IN THE MILITARY : CONTEMPORARY
The following paragraphs contain interviews and data which were
collected during this writer's tour in the United States Army. The
dates of active duty are from May 30, 1972 to May 30, 1975. The
interviews were of two kinds. Some interviews were taken during the
basic training time period from May 30, 1972 to August 11, 1972.
The remaining interviews were taken after basic training.
Resocialization begins at the reception station. All soldiers come
in their civilian clothes. Some come with small hand bags and others
come empty handed. Most of the fellows are dressed in blue jeans,
and wear sneakers.
Processing
Uniformity begins at the barber shop. All Afros are cut, also
all beatle style or hippie style hairdos are cut off. AH mustaches
are trimmed to a quarter of an inch, or none are allowed.
The next step in the processing station is the clothing department;
all men look the same. You can no longer look at a man and halfway
judge whether or not he is a militant, liberal, hippie, etc. Everyone
has on the same kind of green : shirt, pants, hat, and black lace-up
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boots. As the drill sergeant expressed it, "we are green power, we
are men in green uniforms, we are a team. "
Such routines as fall-out, attention, at ease, march, one-two-
three-four, left-right-left, became a part of the trainees' daily or
better yet, hourly activity. You learn to have fear and respect for
your drill sergeant. You learn to share the showers and the toilets
which have no doors, with the rest of the members in the platoon.
There is no such thing as privacy; you learn to adjust your life style
to fifty or more individuals, as compared to the small family unit
back home.
In our company there were five platoons, numbering on the
average between thirty and forty men per platoon. There were a total
of one hundred and ninety-five men in the entire company. Some of
these were interviewed. Since the training schedule was so tight, it
was difficult to obtain interviews from blacks in other platoons. Fur¬
thermore, the interviews had to be done in a secret manner, to avoid
the interviewer being put under investigation. Each platoon slept in a
separate bay area, and all individuals were expected to stay in their
own area. Interviews were obtained from blacks in the same platoon.
There were thirty-four men in our platoon, of which eleven were blacks.
Eleven fellow soldiers were interviewed (see Appendix). These blacks
made up 32 percent of the platoon. The median age for this group is
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19. 6 years. We see that most of the men from this group are from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The remaining are also from the north¬
east except one, who resides in Virginia. The reason there are so
many from one particular part of the country, is due to the location of
the Basic Training Unit. The Army usually sends their recruits to a
training camp near their home. This particular training outfit is
Fort Dix, New Jersey.
During the mid 1960s and afterwards, a Cultural Revolution took
place among the American blacks. The greatest impact was upon the
black youth, especially the college student. No longer did the black
youth refer to himself as colored or Negro, but took pride in being
called black or Afro-American. The process style of hair was re¬
placed by the Afro style. White literature was often times replaced
by black literature. The wearing of dashikis and the use of Black
Power handshakes were also popular. The black youth entering the
military had to depart from many of the things he identified with,
while in civilian life.
Eleven individuals responded to questions about their Afros being
cut in the following manner : James Seward says, "I would have pre¬
ferred to keep it, if I could have. " Lawrence Wallace says, "l hated
it. " William Preyer says, "I didn't like it; they should have left a
little bit. " All of the men objected to their Afros being cut, making a
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total of 100 percent. However, there were no really hostile feelings
expressed. Raymond Tillery's attitude probably expressed the way
most men accepted it when he says, "l would have preferred to have
kept it, however, this is something that I had accepted before coming
in the service. "
In spite of the fact that all of the young blacks objected to their
Afros being cut, a desire to hold on to their black identity, they all
had enlisted as R. A. All incoming trainees are divided into four cate¬
gories - R. A., regular Army or those who enlist; U. S., those who
are drafted; National Guard; and Army Reserve. The R. A. has an
option to stay in service two or three years. The U. S. serves an auto¬
matic two years. The National Guards and Army Reserves go through
Basic Training and A.I.T. (Advanced Individual Training), a total of
five to seven months active duty. They attend monthly meetings, and
pull active duty two weeks a year for a total of six years.
Enlistment
Some of the factors that caused blacks to enter the Army in the
summer of 1972 were : 1) Government cutbacks on antipoverty pro¬
grams which had hit the northern cities, 2) Inflation and unemployment
which was on the rise, 3) The fact that despite its unpopularity in the
Vietnam War, the United States was trying to do away with the draft
law, 4) The movement toward a Volar, or all volunteer. Army.
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One of the main methods the Army used to obtain new recruits was to
increase the pay of the servicemen. In 1972, the base pay for an
Army private was $288 monthly as compared to $134 in 1971. Volun¬
teers signing up for four years in combat units get $2, 500 bonuses.
If they decide to stay an extra six years, there is a $10, 000 bonus.
Some of the fellows answered why they joined the service in the
following manner : Reginald Robinson says, "l wanted to leave the
environment that I was around. I wanted to make something out of
myself. " James Seward says, "l enlisted the day before I got
drafted.'' Decisions of this manner are wise, because if you enlist
instead of waiting iintil you are drafted, you are allowed to choose the
field you want to go in. Lawrence Wallace says, "I want to learn a
new trade in the field of mechanics. Also I could not find work on the
outside. " William Preyer says, "Mainly because I have this girl
pregnant. I want to have G. I. benefits and get a house and so forth.
I want to make something out of myself. I could not find work at home. "
Warren Johnson, who was seventeen years old, the yoimgest in the
platoon says, "I was not satisfied with my situation in Philadelphia.
I did not learn anything in school, a couple of times I was sent to a
home. I only could find a part-time job. I wanted to make a change.
I don't like to study. I figured the Army would change things, and that
I would be ready for studying when I got back home. " He also says.
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"They have gangs in Philadelphia. When you take out your girl, you
have to worry about if something is going to happen or not. "
Joel Ransome, who was the only college graduate in the platoon,
says, "l enlisted for too many reasons. I have many things to do in
life. I wanted to get this over with and go back to school. " This man
had a B. S. in accounting from Virginia Union University.
Motivation
All of the fellows seemed to be motivated to improve themselves
or their position in life. Nine out of the eleven or 83 percent stated
that unemployment was a factor for joining the Army. We see that
there is one college student out of the group.
After Basic Training
Thirty-nine interviews were procured after basic training. The
places where interviews were made were Fort Dix, New Jersey,
Fort Sam Houston, Texas, and Fort Fitzsimons, Denver, Colorado.
Two interviews were given on an airplane. The following listed twelve
questions were asked of each respondent:
1. Did you enlist? If yes, briefly state why?
2. How did you feel about your Afro being cut?
3. Which organization do you think has done most for blacks :
Muslims, Panthers, NAACP or the Urban League? Pick one or
list any other.
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4. Did you grow your Afro back after basic training? Why or
why not?
5. Your favorite black term - Right on, solid, give me five? Pick
one or list any other. Right on Solid Give me five
Dig that Other .
6. What was your opinion of basic training? Hard, easy, beneficial,
etc.
7. During your time at basic training, did you feel shut off from your
black community? Music, newspapers, the black fellows, etc.?
Explain.
8. What was other people's reaction to your Afro being cut off? Were
you ashamed? Why or why not?
9. Did you wear your uniform much? Were you ashamed to wear it?
Why or why not?
10. What was other people's reaction to you in your Army imiform?
Favorable or unfavorable? Explain.
11. After being in the service, do you ever regret it? Why or why not?
12. What do you miss most about the outside?
Since the Vietnam War was unpopular among blacks and whites,
and especially since the war had been denounced by many popular black
Americans, especially Muhammad Ali and Martin Luther King, Jr.,
question number one was asked to see how many troops had joined the
army. Question number two was asked to see if the soldier had some
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kind of black awareness. Question number three was asked to see if
the soldier identified with more liberal or radical black groups.
Question number four was asked to see if the Afro really had any sig¬
nificance to the soldier. Question number five was asked to see if the
soldier had some kind of Black Awareness about himself. Questions
number six and seven were asked to see if the eight week training period
affected the black soldier as far as his being able to identify and relate
to things that were happening in the black community. Basic training
entails : military drills, military schools, running and exercises with
very little time for anything else. The soldiers are usually alienated
from the rest of society during this time period. After the fourth week,
week-end passes are sometimes given. Question number eight was
asked because the Afro was very popular at this time, and blacks who
did not wear Afros were often times viewed as being lame or an Uncle
Tom. One's blackness was often times determined by the size of his
Afro. Questions nine and ten were asked because the War in Vietnam
was unpopular among blacks, especially the college students. After
the Cultural Revolution in the mid 1960s, along with the unpopularity of
the Vietnam War, the American military luiiform became a symbol of
rejection. Question number eleven was asked to see if the soldier had
any second thoughts after being in the military. Question number
twelve was asked to see if the soldier missed anjrthing from that black
community which he had been shut off from.
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As discovered in basic training, most of the blacks came into the
Army on a voluntary basis. Out of a total of fifty interviewed, thirty
seven of these men, a total of 74 percent, had joined the service. The
remaining 26 percent had been drafted. The reasons for enlistment
were about the same as those given in basic training; lack of employ¬
ment, drug usage, etc.
Tyrone Ussery says, "I enlisted because there was nothing else
to do. I didn't want to work in a factory, and I didn't study enough in
high school to go to college. " Augustus Cole says, "I ran into mis-
fortime in business, because of my partners. " Ricardo O'Garra says,
"l just tried to cop out from some of the things that were happening on
the outside - unsecure jobs, getting into trouble, all kinds of problems."
On question number two, once again all the guys objected to their Afros
being cut. Regardless if they had joined or had been drafted. Martin
Newton says, "l felt weird, I really didn't think it was necessary. "
Roger Mickey says, "l didn't like it, you know that. "
Regarding black groups, Carl Scales says, "Organization Push is
trying to do more for blacks, but that's not the one I really follow. The
ones I used to follow was the Panthers, Brown, Newton and Carmichael. "
One individual did not identify with any of the black groups. Martin
Newton says, "l really do not think none of these organizations are
meaningful. I do not feel they are putting their ideas into practice. "
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All the fellows stated they had grown their Afros back after basic
training. However, Afros could not be grown to the full length as
maintained on the outside. Army Regulation 600-20 requires that your
hair be no longer than six inches on the top, that side burns do not
exceed below the middle ear, and that your hair is always neatly
trimmed and cut. This rule does not seem to apply in basic training,
because unless your head was almost bald, you were so harassed that
you went along with the program.
In the diary notations dated F ebruary 1, 1973, the following was
recorded : At a training session one soldier asked the company com¬
mander, "Why were the enlisted men pressed so to get haircuts, when
there were so many officers walking around without haircuts?" His
reply was, "I am in charge of a group of enlisted men at the medical
company, and I have nothing to do with the officers. "
Jerome Ward responds to the Army haircut policy in this manner
Hair style does not determine the man. In the Army,
if your hair is too long, they feel you can not cope
with the situation. They feel that long hair does not
look good with the uniform, however, the guys who
were fighting in Vietnam, let their hair grow as long
as they wanted.
All the fellows were asked if they had a favorite black term,
mainly to see if they identified with colloquial terms used by many
blacks. Some terms given other than listed were : "Hey, what's
happening, man" and "how is the brother?" All of the fellows had
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at least one favorite term.
Everyone had a little something different to say about basic
training, but everyone felt that it was hard in some manner or another.
Those individuals who talked about racial tensions at their training
camps were usually the ones who attended Fort Jackson. Frank Thomas
says, *'l think it is a farce because it teaches you to be cattle, not
men. " William Green says, "l didn't like the hassle and all that fool¬
ishness that went along with it. The push ups we had to do sometimes
were quite ridiculous. You had to put on a song and dance to go on
sick call. "
All of the fellows stated they had been shut off from the black
community in one way or another. Dennis Sellman says.
Yes, I did. Mainly I didn't have a radio or anjdhing
you could dig in the black music. When you went
home, you had to get caught up on the songs and stxiff.
Who was in jail and stuff. When I was home, I could
watch the news and stuff; I knew what was going on in
the world; they could be done declared a national war
or something. For example, someone broke into the
Democrat's headquarters in Washington; I didn't know
about it. I would read newspapers and magazines when
I could, but sometimes I couldn't imderstand, because
1 didn't have the background on those things.
Carl Scales says,
I felt shut off in Basic Training, and I also feel that
way now. When I came here (Denver) they told me
the "points" (Black areas) was no place to hang out.
That it was more or less off limits. The first time
I went there, I was scared because everyone told me
it was a dangerous place.
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Robert Grant says, "l felt shut off from the black community 100 per¬
cent. In basic training there was no black community. The black
sergeants, etc. that lived in the black areas were not part of the
community. They really related to the downtown area. "
The reaction of the people to the Afro haircut varied, but everyone
admitted to some kind of shyness. Ernest Tascal makes some inter¬
esting remarks concerning the Afro when he says.
Yes, I was shy. However, man is himself within
himself. Because I'm in this organization - I don't
feel that I'm not black as the civilian dude. I don't
see why the revolution put so much emphasis on hair.
They seem to think the larger his hair, the greater
his intelligence.
Lonnie Jewell says.
Once they see you with your hair like that, they
realize you are just out of basic. My partners
jived the hell out of me; to them it was a big joke.
I was disturbed about it, because I didn't see no
need to cut the Afro.
Actually, questions nine and ten could be combined. All men
stated they did not wear their uniforms once they were home on leave.
Usually expressed were some kinds of shy feelings, and other people's
reaction was not favorable. Some of the answers were as follows :
One soldier says,
I did not wear it, because I was more or less ashamed.
Around Army towns, blacks do not like military men.
In my unit, they encouraged you not to wear it. They
used to have a lot of riots in Fort Jackson, G. I. vs.
the civilian blacks or what have you.
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Another soldier says,
I wore it once and that was the first time I got a
pass. Leaving Fort Dix on the bus, you feel O. K.
because you are with other guys who have on the
uniform. But once you got to the subway on 42nd,
I felt naked. Everyone looking at you, "no stripes",
your hair all cut off. After that, that made me
realize that would be my first and last time to wear
my uniform back to New York. I was ashamed to
wear it, if people were going to look at you like that.
They look at you so strange, as if you were from
another world or something. People on the outside
do not go for Army guys, they act as if you had vio¬
lated some law. However, once you take that uniform
off, everyone is your friend again.
One of the fellows says.
The only time I wore my Army uniform was when I
had to. I was partly ashamed, because I knew as
well as everyone else that I had to wear the uniform
sooner or later. On the other hand, I did not wear
it with the old American 'Apple pie pride', that is
why I only wear it when I have to. Sometimes the
Panthers would approach us to buy a newspaper.
I would be eager to buy one, to see what was going
on. I especially wcinted to get the paper to keep up
with the Angela Davis trial. I wanted to read it from
black authors. Having the Panthers' newspaper, and
the Army uniform on, I felt like a fool. When you
have the newspaper and the Army uniform, you begin
to wonder, does the people really understand? Some¬
times when walking down the street with my uniform,
I wonder how the young people perceive me. Was I a
middle of the reader or what? It could have been my
guilt feelings.
For one reason or another, everyone interviewed expressed
some regret. Hubert Tillman says, "the main time I have regretted




Yes, I regret. In basic training you had to go to bed
a certain time. All of that rtinning up and down, with
packs on your back in the sun. Drill sergeants yelling
at you; you want to hit him but you know you would be
wrong. Plus, army food is no good. You feel like you
are in prison. There are no excuses for going to work
late; if you do, then an Article 15 or court martial.
Another soldier says,
I regretted when I began to see how these lifer's minds
worked. I could see why the U. S. stayed in so much
trouble. Haissles and idiotic details for no reason at
all; the amount of food they waste, and there is a lot of
hungry people. The red tape you have to go through to
get simple things done.
The answers to the last question varied, but everyone seemed to
have missed something on the outside. James Reed says.
For one, the kind of recreation I like. Number two,
on the 'outside' you meet people you want to meet.
Here you meet people because you are in the Army,
you wish you were what you were before. However,
you can not be, because you are obligated to the
Army. You suffer from nostalgia.
Another soldier says, "I miss the total freedom of dress and activities
after work. " One fellow says, "I miss the activities in the black
community that I was familiar with, both social and religious activities. "
An SP5 gave some interesting information regarding a black
group that tried to develop at Fitzsimons Army Base. The group was
called "Black Culttore Development Society". The black soldiers were
asking for more black books and entertainment, to have a "soul night"
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at the club with soul food or buffet once a month. The group met
every Sunday afternoon. This SP5 says.
Black officers and senior enlisted men came to see
what the meeting was all about; after that they did
not come anymore. They were afraid they would
jeopardize their military careers. Seventy-five
dollars was donated by the Army for books in the
bookstore, because the only black books they had
was Jet and Ebony.
He also says.
The group was something for blacks to do. The
development of black culture in our tinit. People
started slacking off from the group, making ex¬
cuses for not coming. A lot of brothers were
coming to the meetings without signing the roster;
they did not want their names to be mentioned.
He continues.
After we got fifty or sixty brothers and sisters,
people started getting orders. First our president,
then some others. They took their building back,
so we would not have a place to conduct meetings.
We were once harassed, because we had one of our
meetings at the NCO club. We were later accused
of boycotting the club.
According to him, these series of events led to the demise of the
black group at Fitzsimons.
Findings
The median Rank for this group is E-3. Since some of the inter¬
views were done in basic training, a high proportion of the group are
E-l's. Most soldiers get their first promotion out of basic training.
After basic training, rank usually increases with time in service.
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Another factor regarding this group is, the higher the rank the more
likely the individual was U.S. instead of R.A. In retrospect, it was
previously stated the draft was fading out in 1972. The Volar army
or all volunteer army was slowly emerging at this time. A higher
proportion of the recruits are volunteers instead of draftees. Rising
unemployment and the decline of the Vietnam War, were factors that
led many youths to enlist in the Army. On the other hand, those indi¬
viduals with higher rank and a longer stay in the Army were more
subject to the draft when they entered. It was previously stated that
37 individuals had joined the service and 13 were drafted.
The median Age is 22. Again the high proportion of interviews
taken in basic training affects the median age, since most of the
fellows were coming in right out of high school. Again we see age
usually increases with rank (see Appendix).
The Education level attained varied. Three out of the fifty or
6 percent did not complete high school. Thirty-eight people had a
high school education, 76 percent. Nine people had over twelve years
of school, including one college graduate, 18 percent.
The location or region varied, but again the large number of
interviews taken in basic training accounts for the high percentage of
individuals coming from Philadelphia or the northeast. The total from
the north or northeast was 20 or 40 percent. From the southern region.
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there were 19 or 38 percent and north central was 9 or 19 percent.
From the west there were 2 or . 04 percent (see Appendix).
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
It was the purpose of this study to examine some of the many
problems the black soldier has faced as he has tried to serve his
country. In addition, this investigation has attempted to take a close
look at the new kind of soldier, who developed during the 1960s; a
time when a new kind of consciousness or awareness was formed
among black people.
From before the Revolutionary War up until the present, blacks
have encoxmtered numerous problems in the military branches as well
as in the civilian society. Blacks were refused the use of firearms
and they were rejected time and time again as they tried to participate
in the defense of this country. The reasons for this desire to parti¬
cipate varied, but mainly they wished to achieve freedom from slavery
and to better their economic, social, and political conditions as a
whole. As pointed out in the research material, the black soldier
often times found a deterioration of his living conditions after he
returned home from the battlefield.
It appears that throughout history, the black soldier has been
used as a tool. Not only has the black soldier been used and manipu¬
lated in time of war, but often times rejected and discriminated
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against in time of peace. In 1820 legislation was passed to keep the
black man out of the military. However, in time of war the very same
law was ignored or forgotten about.
Reasons for rejection of the black soldier have varied throughout
history. During the Revolutionary War and up to the Civil War, the
black soldier was often times a former slave. In the 14th Amendment,
Article I, Section 2 of the United States Constitution, blacks were re¬
ferred to as 3/5's of a person. He was also viewed as being inferior
mentally and biologically. It was assumed that blacks would revolt,
if they were allowed to take up arms.
One of the most difficult problems the black soldier has faced is
service in segregated units. With few exceptions, this was required
of him until the ending of the Korean War. When the idea of separate
but equal prevailed, the black and white units were separate, but equal
they were not. It is a known fact that blacks were often times given
inferior equipment and housing, and also placed in hazardous environ¬
ments .
Although the black soldier was to experience discrimination,
imemployment, and poor living conditions up to the present, the tide
began to change some what for the black soldier during World War II.
Black Pressure groups alleviated some of the problems encountered
by black servicemen. The NAACP and Congress of Racial Equality
supported large sections of the black community. In earlier wars.
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blacks had often times served as laborers, drummers, servants and
fifers. During World War II, and thereafter, blacks also served as
infantrymen, tankers, parachutists, officers leading patrols and
tactical occasions as pilots, nurses and doctors. Thurgood Marshall
investigated Court Martial proceedings in Japan and Korea. He was
instrumental in helping many black soldiers who were tried and con¬
victed the same day.
In the mid 1960s a new identity developed among the American
Negro. He began to refer to himself as black or Afro-American, and
very seldomly as Negro or colored. The black man began to read
more and more black literature, to watch more and more black movies
and plays and to identify with things that were black or black oriented
in general. It was during this time period that the American public
began to see a new kind of black soldier emerge. This new soldier had
pride in his race, was willing to stand up against racial discrimination
and race hatred, and was not willing to turn the other cheek.
It was mentioned in Hadley's study during World War II that 37
percent had a favorable attitude and 39. 5 percent had unfavorable
attitudes. In 1970, a large percentage of blacks were opposed to the
war. This was more so the case among blacks in civilian life than the
blacks who took part in the war. Although some influential blacks
spoke out against the war from the very beginning, such as Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Muhammad Ali, and SNCC's Julian Bond, most
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blacks favored participation in the Vietnam War. Blacks began to
oppose the war as it lagged on, it became unpopular among both blacks
and whites, especially among the young college students. The
American military uniform became a symbol of repugnance to the
civilian society. As a result, in many cases, both black and white
soldiers tried to hide their affiliation with the military.
The Cultural Revolution that took place among black people was
also a factor. Black soldiers as well as civilians became more race
conscious than ever before. After being discriminated against time
and time again, at home as well as abroad, the black soldier began to
wonder where would his fighting be directed. Should he fight abroad
to bring freedom to a people who were foreign to him, or should he
fight for the freedom of his people which was supposedly rendered
after the Civil War.
As pointed out in the interviews, the black soldier encoiintered
numerous problems during this time period. He faced double aliena¬
tion. Alienation from the white society because he was black. He was
often times discriminated against, received a greater number of
Article 15's than whites who had committed the same or similar of¬
fenses. He was also more subject to be placed in the infantry or
combat units than whites. But he was also alienated from blacks or
the black community because he represented the system. He wore the
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American imiform, the flag, his hair was short, and to the black
civilian, non-verbally the black soldier was saying, "l support the
war in Vietnam. " "l do not have anything to contribute to the black
community, because I have to fight in Southeast Asia. " "l do not have
time for Black Culture, I do not have time for Black Awareness. "
The charisma of popular blacks such as King, Ali, and Bond was
also an important factor why many blacks were opposed to the war in
1970. Black re-enlistment rate dropped from 66. 5 percent in 1966 to
31.7 percent in 1967. Re-enlistment rates reached a new low for the
black soldier in 1970, when 87. 2 percent of those eligible refused re-
enlistment.
The black soldier was to encoxmter new problems as the Vietnam
War began to wind down. Rising unemployment and high inflation rates
were factors that led blacks back toward the military in the early
1970s. As indicated in this study, this was true especially of the black
who was unskilled, and those who were high school graduates and
below that level. With the emergence of the Volar Army, the military
offered benefits such as good pay, re-enlistment bonuses, educational
opportunities, etc. When the Vietnam War finally ended in 1973,
blacks as well as whites began to focus on new problems such as unem¬
ployment and inflation. The American soldier was no longer a symbol
of rejection.
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As stated earlier, when blacks have desired to take part in the
American military system, they were often denied that privilege.
Just as legislation was passed to keep blacks out of the military in
1820, the same is being done in the 1970s, but more subtly. Since the
military now attracts black and white recruits, it is feared that the
military will have too many blacks and minorities, and also too many
uneducated people. Another fear is that there will be too many blacks
or minorities in the enlisted ranks, and too many whites in the officers
rank. Looking back in history up to the present, it is safe to say when
the opportunities are at a minimum, you will find more and more
blacks in the military. On the other hand, when the opportunities are
great, you will find fewer and fewer blacks in the military.
Implications of The Study
Throughout history in time of war as well as in time of peace, the
black man in America has served this country. Whether rejected or
accepted, the black man's blood has been spilled in every major war
America has fought. Although the black soldier has gone through
stages throughout history, he always answered the call when he was
called upon by the military. Whether it was the Army, Air Force,
Navy or Marines, the black man was always there whether he was
wanted or not. He served as a slave in wars before the Civil War*. He
then served in segregated units up until the ending of the Korean War.
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He also served during the time of the Black Cultural Revolution, a
time period when blacks themselves were fighting against racial dis¬
crimination, unemployment and poor living conditions. He continues
to serve in the Post Vietnam Era as legislation has been passed to
regulate his entry into the military.
The future of the black man in the military is questionable,
whether it be the Army, Air Force, Navy or the Marines. The
pattern has been stated time and time again. During the Vietnam War,
blacks were drafted in large quantities, much greater in proportion
than whites. Shortly after such an vmpopular war, legislation was
passed to regulate the entry of the same black soldier. There must
be an end put to such legislation. If the Volar Army has brought
about a large percentage of blacks in the enlisted ranks, and a greater
percentage of whites in the officer rank, then training programs should
be set up so these soldiers will have a skill. Efforts have been made
by the military to put an end to racial discrimination in the services.
Those efforts must be continued and even to a larger degree. Although
many of the race relations seminars seem to be ineffective, efforts
must be made to continue them, and also to train highly qualified black
and white instructors. Since a higher proportion of blacks are often
times subject to Article 15's, some type of board should be set up to
periodically review the records of all commanders. Lastly, the
military should accept the black man's new identity just as he has
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accepted it. If accepted, it would mean allowing for black bands as
well as white at the NCO clubs. It would mean cooking of soul food,
having buffets and the like. It would also mean acceptance of
"dapping". Black Power handshakes and other greetings among blacks,
and more black literature in the PX and book stores. If efforts are
not made to maintain or improve the above, then the military will
inevitably be a place of total confusion and chaos.
After only being in operation for about three years, the Volar
Army has been proven to be effective. All the branches are fulfilling
their quotas. However instead of designing the program to hinder
blacks from entering, blacks should be encouraged to enter just as
they were during the Vietnam War.
It has been the aim of this research study to provide knowledge
to the reader of some of the many problems blacks have encountered
as they tried to serve in the military of this country. By presenting
a historical viewpoint, the reader is enlightened on some of the
problems blacks encountered even before the Revolutionary War.
Since the subject material covers a broad period, it is difficult to
discuss every problem encountered by the black soldier. It is also
difficult to present the problems as they occurred in each branch.
Within the limitations and purpose of this study, the reader can
comprehend as presented, the problems blacks have encountered in
the past, and some of the problems they will encounter in the future.
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Appendix I
Definition of Terms
1) Afro - A hair style worn by blacks to express pride in blackness.
A combining form meaning African and Negro.
2) Alienation - A socio-psychological condition of the individual
characterized by his estrangement from certain aspects of his
social existence.
3) Article 15 - Non judicial punishment, of the Articles of War given
at the discretion of the commanding officer.
4) Black Awareness - Placing a social emphasis on the idea of
blackness. Having a Black Easter or Christmas, the wearing of
dashikis, using Black Power handshakes, the wearing of Afro
hairstyles, etc.
5) Black Culture - The learned behavior peculiar to Blacks, including
or involving the idea of identifying or relating to Black English,
literature, poetry, slang, soul music, soul programs, etc.
6) Black Power - A political slogan and ideology popularized by
American black leader Stokely Carmichael in 1966. Black Power
advocates believe in black control and self determination of those
political, electoral, economic, and social institutions which
influence the lives of black people.
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7) Charisma - The ability of a person to lead and inspire by sheer
force of personality and conviction without the aid of material,
incentives or coercion.
8) Court Martial - A court consisting of military or naval officers
appointed by a commanding officer to try charges of offenses
against military law.
9) Culture - A collective name for all behavior patterns socially re¬
quired and socially transmitted by means of symbols; hence a
name for all the distinctive achievements of human groups, in¬
cluding not only such items as language, tool-making, industry,
art, science, law, government, morals, and religion, but also
the material instruments or artifacts in which cultural achievements
are embodied and by which intellectual cultural features are given
practical effect, such as buildings, tools, machines, communication
devices, art objects, etc.
10) Cultural Revolution - The changes characterized by blacks affirming
their dignity as black people and at the same time demanding that
their humanity be fully recognized and appreciated.
11) Decree - A judicial decision or order.
12) Discrimination - The use by a superordinate group, of its superior
power to impose customary or legal restrictions and deprivations
upon a subordinate group.
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13) E-1 - Rank of enlisted men in the enlisted man's rank from 1-9,
it is the first rank one receives. It also determines one's pay
grade.
14) E-3 - Is the third rank one receives, also the same as Private
First Class.
15) G. I. - An American Soldier derived term from "general issue"
or "government issue. "
16) Identity - The process by which a person defines himself.
17) Integrate - To unite separate entities into a cohesive whole which
is something different from the sum of the parts, as in the merging
of different tribes, or states into one nation, or the complete
assimilation of different cultural elements so as to produce a
homogeneous culture of mutually adopted traits.
18) Liberal Group - One which advocates a measure of progressive
political reform.
19) Median - A number which has the property of having the same
number of scores with smaller values as there are with large
values.
20) Minority - Less than half of any group, but usually applied to the
subdivisions of a society, when their numbers are so small as to
give them a limited social potential.
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21) NCQ Club - This is a club which is provided for enlisted men who
are non commanding officers.
22) Pressure Group - An actual or alleged group utilized by its leaders
to force modifications in the policies of other groups, or of a
larger organization with which it is affiliated. This pressure
usually takes the form of representations by group spokesmen that
their proposals are merely expressions of the conscious needs and
demands of their constituency.
23) PX - An abbreviation for the army post exchange store.
24) Radical Group - One which advocates fundamental and drastic
political reform or changes by direct and uncompromising methods.
25) Rank - That form of status or position in a group which has
reference to the degree or prestige or honor, power, or rights and
privileges of others in the same group.
26) Resocialization - Compared with other forms of adult socialization,
resocialization denotes a process of personality change more
radical in scope and more rapid. Otherwise enforced upon an
unwilling subject, it involves the abandonment of one way of life
for another that is not only different from the former but also
incompatible with it. Examples of attempts at resocialization
would be brainwashing of prisoners of war, rehabilitation of
criminals, and conversion of "sinners" to a religious way of life.
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It occurs most typically in the isolated setting of the total insti¬
tution.
27) Revolution - A sweeping, sudden change in the societal structure,
or in some important fraction of it. A form of social change dis¬
tinguished by its scope and speed. It may, or may not, be accom¬
panied by violence and temporary disorganization.
28) Segregation - Separation of social groups as a result of custom or
law.
29) Stereotype - An over-simplification of a belief in regard to its
content, together with a tending for the belief to be resistant to
factual evidence to the contrary.
30) Subculture - A term which refers to the more or less different
folkways and mores developed by different groups within a society.
Groups with common play, age, vocational, sexual, habitational,
or other interests, evolve behavior patterns that differ from those
of other groups and from society's conventions. The special
attention focused on spectacularly defiant subcultures, such as
those of "hippies" and thieves, tends to obscure significant vari¬
ations among all subcultures.
31) Volar Army - This term refers to the all-volimteer army which
was authorized in 1972.
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32) Uniformity - A condition of observed likeness between or among
objects in whatever attribute is under comparison; absence of




List of Ages and Locations of Soldiers Interviewed in
Basic Training
Age From
18 Jersey City, New Jersey













1. Did you enlist? If yes, briefly state why?
2. How did you feel about your Afro being cut?
3. Which organization do you think has done most for Blacks :
Muslims, Panthers, NAACP or the Urban League?
Pick one or list any other.
4. Did you grow your Afro back after basic training? Why or
why not?
5. Your favorite black term - Right on, solid, give me five?
Pick one or list any other.
Right on Solid Give me five Dig that Other
6. What was your opinion of basic training? Hard, easy,
beneficial, etc.
7. During your time at basic training, did you feel shut off from
your black commimity? Music, newspapers, the black fellows,
etc. ? Explain
8. What was other people's reaction to your Afro being cut off?
Were you ashamed? Why or why not?
9. Did you wear your uniform much? Were you ashamed to wear it?
Why or why not?10.What was other people's reaction to you in your Army imiform?
Favorable or unfavorable? Explain
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11. After being in the service, do you ever regret it?
Why or why not?
12. What do you miss most about the outside?
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List of Soldiers Interviewed
R. A. Highest
or Grade
Rank U.S. Age Completed Hometown
E-5 RA 26 12
E-4 RA 22 12
E-1 RA 18 12
E-1 RA 20 12
E-1 RA 23 12
E-1 RA 18 12
E-1 RA 18 12
E-1 RA 17 11
E-1 RA 19 12
E-1 RA 24 10
E-1 RA 22 16
E-1 RA 19 12
E-1 RA 18 12
E-4 US 22 14
E-4 RA 20 12
E-5 US 23 14
E-3 RA 21 12
E-3 RA 19 12
Boyton, Oklahoma
Detroit, Michigan

























E-2 RA 20 12 Meridon, Miss.
E-5 US 24 15 Chicago, Illinois
E-3 RA 19 12 Jackson, Miss.
E-2 RA 21 12 New Orleans, La.
E-3 RA 20 10 Chicago, Illinois
E-5 US 25 12 Kansas City, Missouri
E-3 RA 23 12 Chicago, Illinois
E-2 RA 19 12 Chicago, Illinois
E-3 RA 21 12 Hartford, Connecticut
E-1 RA 18 12 Milwaukee, Wisconsin
E-4 US 22 12 Rochester, New York
E-3 RA 19 12 Philadelphia, Penn.
E-5 RA 25 12 Stoneville, N. C.
E-5 RA 24 14 Myrtle Beach, S. C.
E-3 RA 22 12 Middletown, Connecticut
E-4 RA 22 12 Brooklyn, New York
E-3 RA 23 12 Brooklyn, New York
E-5 US 26 12 Omaha, Nebraska
E-4 US 24 12 Kansas City, Missouri
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E-5 RA 26 12 Eaton Town, New Jersey
E-4 US 23 12 Chester, Penn.
E-3 RA 22 12 Seymour, S. C.
E-5 US 27 12 Raleigh, N. C.
E-5 US 24 12 Mobile, Alabama
E-5 RA 25 12 Dallas, Texas
E-3 RA 21 13 Augusta, Georgia
E-4 RA 25 15 Cleveland, Ohio
E-3 US 21 12 Macon, Georgia
E-2 US 19 12 New Orleans, La.
E-5 RA 28 12 Hartford, Connecticut
E-4 RA 23 13 San Francisco, Calif.
E-5 US 24 15 New Orleans, La.
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E - 1 12
E - 2 4
E - 3 12
E - 4 9
E - 5 13
50
Appendix VI
List of Highest Grade Achieved
Highest Grade
Achieved
2
Total Number
of Soldiers
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
38
2
3
3
1
50
